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：‘» ：: /： First Meeting 

ч. ‘ 
Saturday, 2 June 1951? at XO a.m. 

Present： Designating Countxy: 

Dr. A.L. BRAVO, Chairman 

Professor M. De LiET, Vice-Chairraan . 

Dr. F.J. BRADY (Alternate to Dr. Hyde) 

Dr. M. JAFAR 

Dr. J.A. HOJER 

Dr. R.G. PADUA 

Dr. À.M.W. RAE (Alternate to Dr. Mackenaie) 

Chile 

Belgim 

United States of America 

Pakistan 

Sweden 

Philippines 

United Kingdom 

Secretary: ' Mr. Milton P. S I E Œ L , 
Assistant Director-General, ； • 
¿epartment of Administration and Finance, 
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1 , ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

Oïl the proposal of Dr» BRADY, alternate to Dr. Ifydo, seconded by Professor 

Do 1ЛЕТ and Dr» PADUA, Dr. BRAVO was elected Chairman, and took the Chair. 

On the proposal of Dr».RAE, alternate to Dr. Mackonzio, Professor De IAET 

was electod Viсег-Chairman# 

Dr. PADUA "was elected Rapporteur* 

2 . WORK OF THE STANDING СОМЖТТЕБ (Documents EB8/12 and Ева/Ар/!) 

Mr, SIEGEL, Socretary, drew the attention of the coramittoo to paragraph 3 of 

tho draft resolution in document EB8/12, to the proposalô of tho Secrétariat 

regarding information to be furnishod on arganiaational structure and administrat-

ive efficiency, in documont EB8/AF/1, and to resolution VfflA.4.55 of the Fourth 

World Health Assembly» 

Div «Шад said that the question of biennial Health Assemblies and of 

publications had already been deferred sowral timos from one session of the 

Board to anothere It was necessary that a thorough study of these questions 

should be completed before the next session of the Board, so that it might thon 

take a decision. 

Dr. RAE said that it was necessary for a detailed study of these problems to 

be made since the introduction of biennial assemblies, in particular, might have 

varying reporcussions on the work of the Organization, 

Dr, BRADï, referring to document EB8/Af/X, annex I, section IB, asked for a 

rough ostiEiaba of the time required for the amendments t o corac into force. 
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The SECRETARY said that tho amendments must have a two-thirds majority vote 

of tho Health Assembly ^nd subsequently a two-thirds majority ratification ty 

4 . • • 
governments> before .they eould take e f f e c t I t irould therefore be extremely 

. .；• • •... • 
d i f f i c u l t to estimate the length of time Required# It might, however, be useful 

to inquire from governments the length of time. they; would need ,to take the 
. . . • « ' *• 

necessary a c t i o n , , • � . . . . . . . . 

Dr. В1Ш31 said that it would seem, therefore, that if action werç taken now 
w 

on those questions it would be inipossible for them to come inbo effect before the 

Seventh World Health kssetíbly^ • • 

The CHâIRMA.N suggested that the comiittoo irdght approva tjie outlines of 

information in document EB8/AF/1, request- tho Sociétariat to continue its studies 

in accordancG "with theso outlines9 and ask the Board at its tenth session to 
. • ‘ . . � . . 

rofcr the mattGr again to the committee for consideration, taking, into account 
# • . * • • ‘ ‘ . . •• 

« 1 ' . 

resolution WH/\4#55 and tho information rocoivod from the Secretariat». 

The SECRETAEI, in reply to Dr. Jafar, said that, in view of the important 

considorations involved, tho Secretariat would, like to submit th,&; information 

obtained from its studies in draft form to a meeting of the copnlttee at the 

ninth session of the Board, so that a final report .night be drawn up by the 
- '! • ‘ 

Diroctor-General, in the light of the comments made there, for submission to the 

tenth session of the Board, 

Professor De IAET proposed that each noiriber of the oomnittee should inform 
• . . ^ 

tho Secretariat of his coments on each proposed section of tbe studios, as soon 

as the basic documorrfcs were made availabloш This would enable the Secretariat to 
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prosent the comments of the committee, together with the results pf its studios, 

to the ninth session of the Board, 

The SECRErAfíY, in reply to the Chairraan, did not think it would be possible 

to supply the basic documents to members of the comnittse in sufficient time to 

receive their comments before the ninth session of the Board. It would, however, 

b G sxtreneOy useful to receive from the committee suggestions regarding the out-

l i m s , which could be incorporated in tho report to tho ninth session» 

Dr峰 JAFi\R said that the information ii^ich was required mast, of necessity, 

come mainly from tho Secretariat rather than from the committee. He believed, 

hovrever, that the Board should bo in a position to discuss the question at its 

* 

next session and that it was essential that a final decision be taken as soon as 

possible• 

D r » H 0 J E R suggested that tho Secretariat night subrait a general outline of 

the results of its studies to mombers of the committee within two or three months; 
i 

conmcnts could then bG feo-v/arded to the Secretariat which would draw up a final 

report, in the light of those comonts, for submission to tho ninth session of tho 

Board. 

The SECRETARY said that the Secretariat could draw up detailed questionnaires 

regarding items on page 2 (annex I) of document EB8/AF/1 and forward those to 

n e l r i ) e r s o f t h e
 cormitteo for connont. Their replies could then be consolidated 

and incorporated in the report of the Director4îonoral to the ninth session of 

the Board, " 

D r , RAE said that the considered viaw- of the Secretariat on each item of the 
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questionnaire should bo appended, if the proposal were to bo of valu©. 

The SECRETARY said that this would be Uono wherever possible, but higb-

Xevol policy considerations would enter into several of the questions, in such 

cases tho Secretariat ж>цМ endeavour to raako the implications of the question 

clear» 
• 、 

The OHàIRMàN proposed that the general outlines of document Еве/А?/! be 

approved, and that the Secretariat bo requested to distribute a memoranaum, 

including i t s awn connonts, to mombors of tho conraittee within three months, for 
» 

cornent, Coranont? should bo foriwarded to the Secretariat as soon as possible » 

so that a definitive report might bo subinittod by the Dirocrbois-General for 

* 

discussion at tho ninth session of tho Board, 
� • ' 

It was so agreed, 

‘ • * 1 л 

3 e PLfiOE OF THE SIXTH TOR ED HEALTH ASSEMBIT Ш CP FUTURE ASSEMBIIESl . Item 7 

0 f tho Exocutive Board
1 s Agonda (Resolution 1УШ14.66 and document ÈB8/19) 

The GHAIRM/IN said that if tho proposal to hold alternate Health Assonblios 

in places other than Geneva wore accepted, it would be necessary to шке 

financial provision in the regular budget. 

• ‘ • . ' , • ' 

D r , JAFAR said that he would not support tho proposal if it implied that 
* . ' . . • 

funds for technical purposes would thoroby; be reduced• 
I* 

Tho SECRETARY said that a, working party had boon established at the sixth 

session of tho Board to consider the costs involved in holding a Health Asserribly 

in tho United States of America； tho conclusions were given in document ЕВ^19» 
should crtiy be 

The working party had further recomondsd that Health Assemblies/held outsiue Geneva 
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if host governments were prepared to pay most or all of the excsss costs. . It was 

n e C 3 s s a i ^ t h a t a decision be tnken at this session of the Board so that budgetary 

provision could bo made, if nocessary, for holding a Hualth Assembly away from 

Geneva in 1953. The comparative costs of UNESCO conforences at its headquarters 

and elsewhere were given on page 3 of the document. He also understood that the 

additional costs of holding the General i.ssembly of the United Nations in Paris 

i n 1 9 4 8 h a d counted to approximately ,2,000,000, although facilities and 

services 爾e provided by the French Government. The üxp2riencs of other 

organisations, therefore, was that provision must be made in their regular 

budgets for most of the expenses incurred through holding conferences in places 

other than their headquarters. 

Dr. BR/Ж said that page. 2 of the document suggested that the additional 

cost of a Ifealth Assembly in the United ütates would be '500,000. This would 

involve the setting aside of 000,000 per year from the regular programmes of WHO, 

which ha did not consider rras foasible. If it were possible to reduce tha 

additional cost to J O , 000，the plan night be practicablo and there was no doubt 

t h a t
 计

 TOuld b e o f 2rec4t advantage, both to the country where the Health assembly 

was hold and to the delegates. 

D r
'
 H 0 J E R

 ' ^
r 6 e d w i t h t h s

 remarks of Dr. Brady. Ho considered that tho next 

two Health assemblies, at leasts should be held in Geneva. 

Dr. JAFAR said that it was essential that WHO should spend as large a 

proportion as possible of its funds on technical progra-mnes, particularly in view 

o f t h b
 "^favourable comments whieh had been made at the r £ C 3 n t session of the 

Health assembly on the ratio of non-technical to technical personnel. 
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Х)Г„ RAE agreed "with tho previous speakers0 He did not believe that the 

stiiïïalating effects of holding Health Assemblies away from Geneva would compensate 

for the consequent reduction in technical programes 0 

P A D U A said, that two factors must be considered» first，the availability 

of funds to Ш0; and secondly, the availability of funds to potential host 

governnontse The latter factor must, be considered as of particular import anee at 

the present time 0 ‘ .. .. 

The SECRET ART said that it had been calculated that the additional cost of 

holding a Health Assembly in the United States would be $200,000; this figure 

would probably be highor if the Assembly were held in South America or Asia and 

lo-mor if it тгего held in Europeo iVon the discussion #iich had taken place, It 

•would appear that the coirmttee would be in favour of holding Health Assemblies 

aviay fron Geneva if funds were available» He therefore proposed that 150,000 
> -

night bo set aside from each year's budget and placed in a special account, until 

such time as the amount accunulated "would cover the additional cost of holding a 

Health Assembly away iron.Geneva。 

Dr 0 BRADY considered that Health Assenblies should nab be hel<i amy fron 

Geneva unless tho total additional cost of each was no щоге than $50,000» 

一 

Dre JAFAR said that, in view of the reduced budget, he could nob support the 

proposal of either the Secretariat or Dr» Brady c 

. • 4 * * . . » Dr e HOJEE thought that it тт/ould be inadvisable to adopt the Secretariat 
proposal o Tho request that Health Asseriblios night be held away fron Geneva had 

. • » -
boon primrily designed to enable delegates to see the conditions in less 
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developed countries. Such countries were naturally unable to offer many 

facilities or services - which would make the additional cost for Ш0 greater, 

and, consequently, increase the length of time before it would be possible to 

hold an Assembly in one of them, 

Dr. RAE did not believe that it was within the power of the committee to 

request that each Health Assenijly should set aside $50,000 each year from the 

budget of 1/ïHO. 

The SECRETARY said that each Health Assembly had the родаг to decide when 

and where an Assembly away from Geneva should be held. If any Health Assembly 

were to be held array from Geneva within the next ten years, it would be necessary 

to begin to make budgetary provision for this purpose in the near future， since 

no government had so far offered to be host to the Assembly and to meet the 

larger part of the expenses. • 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the committee should report to the Board that, 

although there was general agreement on the value of holding Assemblies away from 

Geneva, it was felt that financial difficulties precluded any arrangements being 

made at present. Це asked the Rapporteur to draft a resolution. 

Dr. PADUA proposed that $50,000 should be set aside from the 1953 budget, in 

case it were decided to hold the Sixth World Health Assembly away from Geneva. 

The proposal of Dr. Padua was put to the vote and rejected. 

It was agreed that the draft resolution would be considered at a later meeting. 

(For continuation, see minutes of second meeting, section 7.) 
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4 . D A T E A N D P I A C E OF T H E ШЖН S E S S I O N O F T H E E X E C U T I V E B O A H D Ï Item 8 of tho 
BoardIs Agenda 

On tho proposal of tho CffiiIRM/Ш, it was agreod to defer taking a dacision 

on this item until all the other items referred to tho coranittee by the Exocutivo 

Board had been dealt %vith. 

(For discussion, see minutos of second aoetingj, secrbion 7) 

ftlMJBOOK OF RESOLUTIOKS АШ DECISION Œ WCELD HE^IffH ASSEMBLIES ЛШ 
EXECUTIVE BO/\RDS: Item 10 of tho Boardt s Agenda (Document EBS/6) 

The committee considered the question of collating the decisions and 

resolutions of the World Health Assembly and tho Executive Board, which had first 

b e o n discussed at the sixth session of the Executive Board and again at tho 

sevorrth session. It exaraincd the four alternatives sot out in docunent EB8/6 e 

Dr, HOJER said the fourth altornativo would appear to offer the best 

solution of a difficult problem, #iilst ft-ofossor DG Ш1Т thought that it would 

help the comlttQQ to шко a choice between tho fourth altornative and the other 

t h r G Q - Particular^ tho third - if tho Socrotariat could give an idea of tho 

cost of the annual reprinting referred to in tho fourth alternativoè 

The SECRETAK： said that, as questions of size and other factors wero involved 

the Secretariat had not boon able to. make an ostimto of conparative' costs. It 
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was probable, however, that the fourth alternative would.be the least costly, 

although the others - especially No.l - would- not greatly exceed the fourth, and 

any additional expenditure involved at tha beginning wot^d, over a period of 

time, be absorbed. 

Th¿ problem must be considered from a long-term viewpoint. As the years 

passed and the Health Assembly and the Executive Board adopted resolutions - some 

of which would amend or replace previous ones - the Organisation would be faced 

» 

with a problem соишоп to every governmental organiaatioi? at some stage: that of 

providing a satisfactory means of reference to its code of statutes, policy 

decisions, etc. The Secretariat felt, that the only satisfactory way of dealing 

with such a problem would be provided by alternative No.l: the other alternatives 

would be interim measures only. 

Professor De LiET, 氯f^er the Secretary's explanation, agreed with Dr. 

Hojer that the fourth alternative was the most practical, Isas七 costly， and best 

adapted for future annual presentation of the desired information. 

Dr. RAE supported the views of Dr. Hojer and Professor De Laet. 

Dr. JAFAR agreed that it might be well to.recommend adoption of the fourth 

alternative at the present time， as a beginning. His opinion was supported by 

D r . P Ü D Ü A . 

In reply to Dr, BRJJ3Y， who asked if adoption of the fourth alternative would 

include the publication of an index with each Official Record, the SECHET;iRY said 

thû suggestion vras that each reprint of the decisions and resolutions published 

in future would include a cumulative index of all previous reprints. 
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Dr» BRADY thon asked if it would not be more simple and less costly to 

issue an index separately, to -which the SEGRETiiRY replied that' that próposai was 

covered in alternative No. -which -would be the least expensive of all the 

suggested alternative s « 

Dr. JAFAR said in that case he would support the adoption of alternative 

No, 3. 

Dr» HOJER said that^ as adoption of alternative No # 3 would entail • 

referenco to the Official Records, he thought that both a handbook and a 

periodical cumulative index wore necessary# 

Professor De agreeing -with Dr* H(5jer> said that referenco to the most 

recently published index would make it easier to find information on previous 

decisions and resolutions. The fourth alternative would supplement No_ 3® 

* % 
» • . . 

I/Thon the CHiilRMfiN pointed out that the fourth alternative did not provide 

for a handbook, Dr. НШИЯ said it would, in effect, be a handbook, and he thought 

it would not cost too Eiuch to publish a reprint annually. 

At the СНШИШБ request, the SECRETARY exíüained the suggested alter-

natives as follows » 

No, 1 provided, for a handbook similar to that already distributed to 

nsribors of the Ebcocutivo Borc-cLt v.ith the addition of footnotes and &可 texbs 

considered necessary for the understanding of important decisions, and resolutions. 

No, 2 provided for a handbook containing only decisions and resolutions on 

major natters, -with a reduction in size of about on&-third. 

No, 3 provided for publication separately, perhaps once a year, of a 
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cumulative analytical index relating to all the Official*Records of the 

Organi,:: ation. 

The fourth alternative would be to reprint annually, under separate cover, 

decisions and resolutions adopted during tho current year only by the Health 

Asserabiy and the Executive Board3 together with a cumulative classified index, 

Whilst alternative No, 3 would clearly be" the least costly, only alternative 

No, 1 would provide for publication in one volume of all decisions and resolutions 

of tho Health Asseiribly and the Executive Board, and would thus be the most 

effective, * ' 

Dr. HOJSR then proposed a fifth alternative: the reprinting annually from 

the handbook (which would bu too heavy to carry about) of those parts of it 

relating to the decisions and rosolutions adopted b:y that y^ar1 s Health Assembly. 

Ho asked for the Secrétariat1s opinion on his proposal. 

Professor Do LiET said that, as. he understood it, tha fourth alternative 

would provide for the arniuxL reprinting of the resolutions adopted during each 

y。ar, classified by subject. The index accomparting the reprint^ which would 

provide easy reforenco to the information contained therein, would enable 

delegates quickly to refer to the matters in which they were interested, and such 

a solution would have the advantage of not costing too much. 

In reply to questions, Dr. HOJER confirmed that his proposed fifth alternative 

would mean that information contained in the handbook itself would only be re-

printed if certain questions wore brought up again for discussion by the Health 

.issciribly during the year covered by the reprint. 
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Replying to Dr. Hojer^s request for an opinion, the SECRETARY said that from 

tho Secretariat point of view, alternative No. 1 was tho only satisfactory 

solution. Even if reprints were not i:iade availablo to govornmentsy it would bo 

necessary for tho Secretariat _ if nob during the present yoar, within the next 

two or throo years _ to have s one form of codification of the decisions and 

ro solutions adopted each yoar« Tho quo st i cn for the comtTâttee to decide was to 

i/vhat extent such informtion would be useful to governments and their delegations 

and in -what шшог, and at yàiab intervals of tinie^ it should bo made available to 

them. If it wore docidod. not to recomnend such publication^ it would only be 

necessary to provide for compilation of the information in a form suitable for 

use by tho Secretariat t 

Mr f CHANT，Director, Division of Administrative Management and Personnel> 

bolioving that the comrnitteG woro agreed upon tho usefulness of the handbook^ 

made a compromiso proposal; that tho handbook be completed and, as suggested by 

Dr • lídjer, annual roprirrfcs of each y oar ̂  s decisions be issued. If in four or 

five years tine the necessity arose, a decision could then be taken on the 

question of publishing a reprint of the -whole of the information contained, in 

the handbook t 

Ho stressed the advantages of having all the decisions and resolutions in 

one voluno and hoped that the coni^ttoe would recomond the completion of the 

handbook # 

Dr # HÎÎJER acceptvod Mr # Grant^s anendnent of his proposal, "which was 

supported by IVofessor De IAET and Dr # PADUA a 

It -was agreed to recomend to the Exocutivo Board the adoption of alternative 

No # 1, with tho additional proposal by Dr # HÜJER as amended by Mr* Grantf 
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6 , DARLING FOUNDATION - ктШ)ШШ TO DEED AND REOTUTIONSí Itera 44 of the 
.Board,s Agenda (Docunent EB8/14) 

Professor De LAET, who had taken part in the discussions on the Darling 

Foundation Award, explained the problem which had confronted the juiy in deciding 
* 

vAiether the award could be nade only to an author of an original -work or equally 

to a person who had acconplishod important work on malaria prophylaxis. Ho said 

that only the Darling Foundation could decide such an iirportant question. If 

the award кчеге extended to persons in the socond category, there would undoubtedly 

Ъе marçr inore candidates, making the choice nore difficult, even though advice 

could be sought from the Expert Committee on Malaria. 

D r , RAE, who. agreed that the decision rested -with the Darling Foundation, 

said that in spite of the development of new insecticides and new methods of 

chemotherapy, there wore still great o^orfcunities for the kind of original work 

for which the award had been founded. 

D r . JAFAR said that if the second catogoiy of person -vrere included it would 

be difficult for tho Darling Foundation Coniaittee to judge "who was best qualified 

to receive the award. 

He agreed with D r . Rae and felt that the conditions of the award should net 

be changed, 

D r , BRiJ)ï thought that, in viow of the opinions -which had been expressed, it 

was not necessary to rsconncnd to the Executive Board the adoption of any 

resolution. 
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.The SECRETARY called attention to tho third paragraph of document EB8/14, 

stating that the conpetent Swiss authorities had agreed that there was no major 

obstado to the extension of the award to a person who,had been responsible for 

bxoGptioríáí results in tho field of malaria control# 

Professor Do LiiET, repeating that thq modification of the conditions of the 

award vjas a natter for the Darling Foundation, believed that it "was the opinion 

of the Standing Committee that it should not be asked to modify them. 

M . ZiillB, Chief, Legal Office, rocalled that two candidates had been 

considored for the first award, tha first boing the author of an original w>rk 

and the second a person vho had accomplished renarkable but not original work. 

Sxainination of the Statute of the Darling Foundation had shown that the prize 

could, oply be awarded to the first candidate. As the Statute of the Léon 
à .’ ， . ： 

Bernard Foundation, however, provided for that award to bo made also to a person 

•who had carried out practical "work, tho Chairman of the Darling Foundation 

‘С o m i t te s and certain experts had asked for tho question to be examined with a 
*- ： • . ‘ . 

View to bringing the Statute of the Darling Foundation into line with that of 

the Leon Bernard Foundation^ . 

On approaching the competent Swiss authorities to find out if such a 

modification would be compatible vdth the terms of the Swiss Civil Codo, he had 

boen assured that there was nothing to prevent "WHO fron asking for the con-
• • . 

ditions of the Darling Award to be anonded. 

It "was agreed to recomend to the Executive Board the adoptien of a 

resolution on the following lines! 
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The Executive Bo.ird, 

Considering Article 2 of the Deed of Foundation of the Darling 
Foundation and “rticlc 2 of the Statute of the said Foundation; 

Considering that it is desirable that prizes be awarded only to 
authors of purely scientific works in the field of malaria control； 

DECIDES not to propose any alteration or modification of the Deed 
o f foundation and the Statute of the Darling Foundation. 

The meeting rose at 12 noon 
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First Meeting 

Saturday, 2 June 1951， at 10 a.m. 

Presentí De s ignatinp; Cpiintry: 

Dr. A‘L. BRAVO, Chairman 

Professor M. De LAET, Vice-Chairman 

Dr. F.J. BRADY (Alternate to Dr. Hyde) 

Dr. M. JAFAR 

Dr. J.A. HOJER 

Dr. R.G. PADUA. 

Dr. A.M.Ví. RAE (Alternate to Dr. Mackenzie) 

Chile 

Belgium 

United States of America 

Pakistan 

Sweden 

Philippines 

United Kingdom 

Secretary: Mr. Milton P. SIEGEL, 
Assistant Director-General, 
Department of Administration and Finance. 
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ELECTION OF OFFICERS： Item 1 of the Agenda 

On the proposal of Dr. BRADY (alternate to Dr.. Hyde) seconded by Professor 

D e L A E T a n d PADUA, Dr. Bravo (Chile) was elected Chairman, and took the Chair. 

On the proposal of Dr. RAE (alternate to Dr. Mackenaie) Professor De LAET was 

elected Vice-Chairman. 

Dr. РЛШЛ was elected Rapporteur. 

2. WORK OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE: Item 2 of the Agenda (Documents EB8/12 and 
¿B8/AF/1) 

Mr. SIEGEL, Secretary, drew the attention of the committee to paragraph 3 of 

the draft Resolution in document EB8/12, to the proposals of tho Secretariat 

regarding information to be furnished on organisational structure and administrât-

ive efficiency, in document EB8/AF/1, and to resolution A4/R/32 of the Fourth 

World Health Assembly. 

Dr. JAFAR said that the question of biennial assemblies and of publications 

had already been referred several times from one session of the Board to another. 

It was necessary that a thorough study of these questions should be completed 

before the next session of the Board, so that it might then take a decision. 

Dr. RAE said that it was necessary for a detailed study of these problems to 

be made since biennial assemblies, in particular, might have varying repercussions 

on the work of the Organization. 

Dr. BRADY, referring to document EB8/AF/1, Annex I， Section IB, asked for a 

rough estimate of the time required for the amendments to come into force. 
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The SSCRSTARÏ said that it would be necessary for the amendments to receive 

a two-thirds majority vote of the Health Assembly and subsequently a two-thirds 

majority ratification by governments, before they could take effect. It would 

therefore be extremely difficult to estimate the length of time required. It 

might, however, be useful to enquire from governments the length of time they 

would need to take the necessary action. 

Dr. BRADY said that it would seem, therefore, that if action were taken now 

on these questions it would be impossible for them to come into effect before the 

Seventh World Health Assembly. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the committee might approve the outlines of 

information in document EBS/i\F/l5 request the Secretariat to continue its studies 

in accordance with these outlines, and ask the Board at its tenth session to refer 

the matter again to the committee for consideration, taking into account 

resolution M/R/32 and the information received from the Secretariat. 

The SECRETARY in reply to Dr. Jafar, said that, in view of the important 

considerations involved, the Secretariat would like to submit the information 

obtained from its studies in draft form to a meeting of the committee during the 

ninth session of the Board, so that a final report might be drawn up by the 

Director-General, in the light of the comments made there, for submission to the 

tenth session of the Board. 

Professor De LiîET proposed that each member of the committee should inform 

the Secretariat of his comments on each proposed section of the studies, as soon 

as the basic documents were made available. This would enable the Secretariat to 
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present the comments of the committee, together with the results of its studies, 

to the ninth session of the Board. 

The SECRETARY, in reply to the Chairman, did not think it would be possible 

to supply the basic documents to members of the committee in sufficient time to 

receive their comments before the ninth session of the Board. It would, however, 

be extremely useful to receive suggestions regarding the outlines from the 

committee, which could be incorporated in the report to the next session of the 

committee. 

Dr. JAFAR said that the information which was required must, of necessity, 

come mainly from the Secretariat rather than from the committee. He believed, 

however, that the Board should be in a position to discuss the question at its 

next session and that it was essential that a final decision be taken as soon as 

possible. 

» ‘ . 

Dr. HOJER suggested that the Secretariat might submit a general outline of 

the results of its studies to members of the committee within two or three months, 

comments could then be forwarded to the Secretariat which would draw up a final 

report, in their light, for submission to the next session of the Board. 

The SECRETARY said that the Secretariat could draw up detailed questionnaires 

regarding items on page 2, Annex I, of document EB8/AF/1 and forward these to 

members of the committee for comment. Their replies could then be consolidated 

and incorporated in the report of the Director-General to the ninth session of 

the Board. , 

Dr. RAE said that the considered view of the Secretariat on each item of the 
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questionnaire should be appended, if this proposal were to be of any value. 

The SECRETARY said that this would be done wherever possible, but high-level 

policy considerations would enter into several of the questions, in these cases 

the Secretariat would endeavour to make the implications of the question clear. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the general outlines of document EB8/AF/1 be 

approved, and that the Secretariat be requested to distribute a memorandum, 

including its own comments, to members of the committee within three months, for 

comment. Comments should be forwarded to the Secretariat as soon as possible so 

that a definitive report might be submitted by the Director-General for discussion 

at the ninth session of the Board. 

It was so agreed, 

3- P L A C E O F T H E S I X T H W O R L D H E A L T H A S S E M B L Y ,IND O F F U T U R S ASSEMBLIES*-

Item 3 of the Agenda (Documents A4/R/55 and EB8/19) 

•The CHAIRMAN said that if the proposal to hold alternate Health Assemblies 

in places other than Geneva were accepted, it would be necessary to make 

financial provision in tha regular budget. 

Dr. J.iFiiR said that ho would 'not support this proposal if it implied that 

funds for technical purposes would thereby be reduced. 

Mr» SIEGEL said that a working party had been established at the sixth 

session of the Board to consider the costs involved in holding a Health Assembly 

in the USÀ, the conclusions were given in document EB8/19. The working party 

had further recommended that Health Asseniblies should only be held outside Geneva 
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if host governments were prspared to pay most or all of the excess costs. It was 

necassaiy that a decision be taken at this session of the Board so that budgetary 

provision could be made, if necessary, for holding a Health Assembly away from 

Geneva in 1953. The comparative costs of UNESCO conferences at its headquarters 

and elsewhere were given on page 3 of the document. He also understood that the 

additional costs of holding the General Assembly of the United Nations in Paris 

in 1948 had amounted to approximately ；.2，000，000，although facilities and 

services were provided by the French Government. The experience of other 

organizations, therefore, was that provision must be made in their regular 

budgets for most of the expenses incurred through holding conferences in places 

other than their headquarters. 

Dr. BHJ3Y said that page 2 of the document suggested that the additional 

cost of a Health Assembly in the United States would be +.200,000. This would 

involve the setting aside of $.100,000 per- year from the regular programmes of WHO, 

which ha did not consider was feasible. If it were possible to reduce the 

additional cost to ^50,000, the plan might be practicable and there was no doubt 

that it would be of great advantage, both to the country where the Health Assembly 

was held and to the delegates. 

Dr. HOJER agreed with the remarks of Dr. Brady, He considered that the next 

two Health assemblies, at least, should be held in Geneva. 

Dr. JAFAR said that it was essential that Ш0 should spend as large a 

proportion as possible of its funds on technical programmes, particularly in view 

of the unfavourable comments which had been made at the recent session of the 

H a a l t h Assembly on the ratio of non-technical to technical personnel. 
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Dr. IUE agreed with the previous speakers. He did not believe that the 

stimulating effects of holding Health Assemblies away from Geneva would compensate 

for the consequent reduction in technical programmes. 

Dr. PADUA said that two factors must be considered： first, the availability 

of funds for WHO, and secondly, the availability of funds to potential host 

governments. The latter factor must be considered as of particular importance at 

the present time. 

The SECRETARY said that it had been calculated that the additional cost of 

holding a Health Assembly in the United States would be $200,ООО| this figure 

would probably be increased if the assembly were hold in South America or Asia and 

decreased if it were held in Europe. From the discussion which had taken place, 

it would appear that the committee would be in favour of holding Health Assemblies 

away from Geneva if funds were available. He tiherefore proposed that [-50,000 

might be set aside out of each year's .budget into a special account, until such 

time as the amount accumulated would permit the coverage of the additional cost 

which would arise from holding a.Health .Assembly away from Geneva. 

Dr. BRADY considered that Health Assemblies should not be held away from 

Geneva unless the total additional cost of oach was within the sum of ！r50,000. 

Dr. JARÙR said that， in view of the reduced budget, he could not support the 

proposal of either the Secretariat or Dr. Brady. 

Dr. HOJER thought that it would be inadvisable to adopt the proposal of tho 

Secretariat. The request that Health Assemblies might be held away from Gensva 

had been primarily designed to permit delegates to see the conditions in less 
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developed countries^ such countries were naturally unable to offer many 

facilities or services, which would make the additional cost for.WHO greater^ and, 

consequently, increase the length of time before it would be possible to hold an 

Assembly in one of them. • 

Dr. üvE did not believe that it was within the powor of the committee to 

request that each Health xissembly should set aside ；》50,000 each year from the 

budget of WHO. 

The SECRETiiRY said that each Health Assembly had the power to decide when and 

where an Assembly away from Geneva should be held, If any Health assembly were to 

be held snay from Geneva within the next ton years, it would be necessary to 

begin to make budgetary provision for this purpose in the near future, since no 

government had so far offered to be host to the assembly and to meet the larger 

part of the expenses. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the cooraittse should report to the Board that, 

although there was general agreement on the value of holding Assemblies away from 

Geneva, it was felt that financial difficulties precluded any arrangements being 

made at present. He asked the Rapporteur to draft a resolution. 

Dr. PADUA proposed that Л 50,000 should be set asido from the 1953 budget, in 

case it wore decided to hold the Sixth a<
rorld Health assembly away from Geneva. 

The proposal of Dr. Padua was put to the vote and lost. 

It was agreed that the draft resolution v:ov0c be considered at a later meetings 
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4. D^TE jiND PLx.CE OF THE NINTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BO.JID: Item 4 of the 

•agenda 

On the suggestion of the CILilRMAN, it was agreed to defer taking a decision 

on this item until all the other items referred to the committee by the Executive 

Board had been dealt with. 

5. FORM OF PRESENTATION OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET FOR 1953： Item 5 of the 

Agenda 

The relevant document not yet being available, it was agreed to defer 

discussion of this item until the next meeting of the committee. 

6. HMDBOOK OF RESOLUTIONS M D DECISIONS OF WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLIES AND 
EXECUTIVE BO.JIDS: Item 6 of the Agenda (Document EB8/6) 

The committee considered the question of collating the decisions and 

resolutions of the World Health assembly and the Executive Board, which had first 

been discussed at the sixth session of the Executive Board and again at the 

seventh session, and examined the four alternatives set out in document EB8/6. 

Dr. HOJER said the fourth alternative would appear to offer the best 

solution of a difficult problem, whilst Professor De LAET thought that it would 

help the committee to make a choice between the fourth alternative and the other 

three - particularly the third - if the Secretariat could give an idea of the 

cost of the annual reprinting referred to in the fourth alternative. 

The SECRETARY said that, as questions of size and other factors were involved, 

the Secretariat had not been able to make an estimate of comparativo costs. It 
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was probable, however, that the fourth alternative would be the least costly, 

although the others - especially No.l - would not greatly exceed the fourths and 

ary additional expenditure involved at the beginning would, over a period of 

time, be absorbed. 

The problem must be considered from a long-term viewpoint. As the years 

passed and the Health Assembly and the Executive Board adopted resolutions - some 

of which would amend or replace previous ones - tho Organisation would be faced 

with a problem common to every governmental organisation at some stage: that of 

providing a satisfactory means of reference to its code of statutes, policy 

decisions, etc. The Secretariat felt that the only satisfactory way of dealing 

with such a problem would be provided by alternative No.l: the other alternatives 

would be interim measures only. 

Professor De L.iET, following the Secretaires explanation, agreed with Dr. 

Hojer that the fourth alternative was the most practical, least costly, and best 

adapted for future annual presentation of the desired information. 

Dr. Rj'lE supported the views of Dr. Ho j er and Professor De Laet. 

Dr. JAFAR agreed that it might Ъе well to recommend adoption of the fourth 

alternative at the present time, as a beginning. His opinion was supported by 

Dr. PADUA. 

In reply to Dr. BRiJDI, who asked if adoption of the fourth alternative would 

include the publication of an index with each Official Record, the SECRETARY said 

the suggestion was that each reprint of the decisions and resolutions published 

in future would include a cumulative index of all previous reprints. 
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Dr. ВШЖ then asked if it would not be more simple and less costly to issue 
• • 

a n index separately, to which the SECRETARY replied that that was covered in. 

alternative No. 3, which would be the least expensive of all the suggested 

alternatives. 

Dr. JAFi卫 said in that case he would support the adoption of alternative 

No.3. 

Dr. HOJER said that, as adoption of that alternative would entail reference 

t 0 the Official Records, hs thought that both a handbook and a periodical 

cumulative index were necessary. 

Professor De LAET, agreeing with Dr. Hojor, said that reference to the most 

recently publishsd index would make it easier to find information on previous 

decisions and resolutions. The fourth alternative would supplement No.3. 

Wien the CHAIRMAN pointed out that the fourth alternative did not provide 

for a handbook, Dr. HOJTCR said it would, in effect, be a handbook, and he thought 

it would, not cost too nuch to publish a reprint annually. 

3 the CHAIRMAN
1
S request, the SECBETüRY explained the suggested alternatives 

as follows： 

No. 1 provided for a handbook similar to that already distributed to members 

o f the Executive Board, with the addition of footnotes and ar̂ r texts considered 

necessaiy for the understanding of important decisions and resolutions. 

No. 2 provided for a handbook containing only decisions and resolutions on 

major matters, with a reduction in sise of about one-third. 

N o . 3 provided for publication separately, perhaps once a ysar, of a 
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cumulative analytical index relating to all the Official Records of the 

Org^i^ation€ 

The fourth alternative would be to reprint annually, under separate cover, 

decisions and resolutions adopted during the current year only by the Health 

Assembly and the Executive Board, together with a cumulative classified index. 

Whilst alternative No # 3 would clearly be the least costly, only alternative 

No. 1 would provide for publication in one volume of all decisions and resolutions 

of tho Health Assembly and the Executive Board, and would thus be the most 

effective. 

Dr, HOJER then proposed a fifth alternative: the reprinting annually from 

the handbook (which would bü too heavy to cariy about) of those parts of it 

relating to the decisions and rosolutions adopted by that yaar's Health Assembly. 

He asked for the Secretariates opinion on his proposal. 

Professor De LuET said that, as he understood it, the fourth alternative 

would provide for the annual reprinting of the resolutions adopted during each 

уэаг, classified by subject. The index accompaiying the reprint, which would 

provide easy reference to the information contained therein, would enable 

delegates quickly to refer to the matters in which they were interested, and such 

a solution would have the advantage of not costing too much. 

In reply to questions, Dr. HOJER confirmed that his proposed fifth alternative 

would mean that information contained in the handbook itself would only be re-

printed if certain questions wore brought up again for discussion by the Health 

^ssozribly during the year covered by the reprint. 
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Replying to Dr. Hojer's request for an opinion, the SSCRET.JRY said that from 

the Sscretariat's point of view, alternative - No. 1 was the only satisfactory 

solution. Even if reprints were not made available to governments, it would be 

nacessary for the Secretariat - if not during the present year, within the next 

two or throe years - to have- some form of codification of the decisions and 

resolutions' adopted each year. Tho question for tho committee to decide was to 

what extent such information would be useful to governments and their delegations 

and in what manner, and at what intervals‘ of • t i m a i t should be made, available to 

them. If it were decided not to recommend such publication, it would only be 

necessary to provide for compilation of the information in a form suitable for 

use by the Secretariat. 

Mr. GRuNT， Director, Division of Administrative Management and Personnel, 

believing that the committee were agreed upon the usefulness of the handbook, 

made a compromise proposal: 'that, the handbook be completed and, as suggested by 

Dr. Hojer, annual reprints of each year's decisions be issued, and that, if in 

four or fivs years time the necessity arose, a decision could then be taken on 

the question of publishing a reprint of the whole of the information contained in 
. .• • • • , • • • - , • . - . . . . . t - . 

the handbook. 

He stressed tho effectiveness of having all the decisions and resolutions in 
•. . • • .....

 4
 .、 • • ； 

one volume and hoped that the committee would recommend the completion of the 
•, . . * '• • . • • • ' . � • - . . 

handbook. 

Dr. HOJER accepted Mr. Grant's amendment of his proposal, which was 
- ..L , ....... ‘ ‘ • . . 

supported by Professor De L』T and Dr. P^DUA. 

It was agreed to recommend to the Executive Board the adoption of,alternative 

No.l, with the additional proposal by Dr. HOJER as amended by Mr. Grant's 
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suggestion. 

7. DOLING FOUNA.TION - иШШШт OF DESD ^ND REGULATIONS: Item 9 of the 
Agenda (Document EB8/14) 

Professor -ûe L』T, who had taken part in the discussions on the Darling 

Foundation Award, explained the problem which had confronted the jviry in deciding 

whether the award could be made only to an author of an original work or equally 

to a person who had accomplished important work on malaria prophylaxis, and said 

that only the Darling Foundation Committee could decide such an important 

question. If the award were extended to persons in the SGCond category, there 

would undoubtedly be many more candidates, making the choice more difficult, 

even though advice could be sought from, the Expert Committee on Malaria. 

D r« who agreed that the décision rested with the Darling Foundation 

Committee， said that in spite of the development of new insacticides and new 

methods of chemotherapy, there were still groat opportunities for the kind of 

original work for which the award' had been founded. 

JAFAR said that if the second category of person were included it would 

he difficult for the Foundation Committee, to judge who was best qualified to 

receive the award. 

He agreed with Dr. Rae « s opinion and felt that the conditions of the award 

should not bo changed. 

Dr. BR.J3Y thought that, in view of the opinions which had been expressed, it 

was not necessary to recommend to the Executive Board the adoption of any 

resolution. 
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The SECRETARY called attention to the third paragraph of document EB8/14, 

stating that the competent Swiss authorities had agreed that there was no major 

obstacle to the extension of the award to a person who had been responsible for 

exceptional resuits in the field of malaria control. 

Professor De L/ЛТ, repeating that the modification of the conditions of the 

award was a matter for the Darling Foundation Committee to decide, believed that 

it was the opinion of the Standing Committee that it should not be asked to 

modify them. 

M . ZJIRB, Chief, Legal Office, recalled that two candidates had Ьэеп 

considered for the first award, the first being the author of an original work 

and the second a person who had accomplished remarkable but not original work. 

Examination of the Statute of the Darling Foundation had shown that the prize 

could only be awarded to tho first candidate. “s the Constitution of the Léon 

Bernard Foundation, however, provided for that award to be made also to a person 

who had carried out practical work, the Chairman of the Darling Foundation 

Committee and certain experts had asked for the question to be examined with а 

view to bringing the Statute of the Darling Foundation into line with that of 

the Léon Bernard Foundation. 

On approaching the corapetent Swiss authorities to find out if such a 

modification would be compatible with the terms of the' Svdss Civil Code> he had 

been assured that there was nothing to prevent Ш0 fron asking for the con-

ditions of the Darling Award to be amended. . 

It was agreed to recommend to the Executive Board the adoption of a 

resolution on the following linesÎ 
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The Executive Board, 

Considering Article 2 of the Deed of Foundation of the Darling 
Foundation and /irticlc 2 of ths Statute of the said Foundation^ 

Considering that it is desirable that prizes be awarded only to 
authors of purely scientific works in the field of malaria controlj 

DECIDES not to propose any alteration or modification of the Deed 
of Foundation and the Statute of tho Darling Foundation. 

The meeting rose at 12 noon 


